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IPF Lighting Equipment Release the
Latest in Remote Ballast H.I.D. Lights
Seattle, WA – ARB 4x4 Accessories, Australian based four-wheel parts manufacturer, has just
released their newest IPF brand high intensity discharge (H.I.D.) light featuring the latest remote
ballast technology. With an optional wireless loom, these new H.I.D. lights offer installation ease
to complement their sleek new styling.
Designed for serious four-wheel drivers, this extreme performance light incorporates a moisture
and dust resistant body for maximum life expectancy. The current generation igniter has been
built in to the lamp while the small, easy to install ballast is external. The remote ballast allows
the lights to have a more streamlined effect than integrated models for improved styling.
The heavy gauge steel body provides a solid housing for the light and the hardened glass lens
has a reflector surface designed to optimize the bulb performance. A reinforced multi-direction
mounting base completes the unit by allowing the light to be properly positioned for your needs
to increase your visibility and reduce driver fatigue.
IPF 900XS H.I.D. lights are available in both spot and driving beams and are sold individually
complete with a white IPF logo light cover. By providing the lights individually they can be
installed “outback fashion” which combines one driving light with one spot beam and the
combination provides wide peripheral vision overlayed with the distance and direction of a spot
beam.

The driving beam, part number 900XSHIDD features 165,000 candle power with a visible range
of 1600 feet and a low amp draw from its 35 watt light source. The horizontal beam has a 25
degree spread and a 6.7 degree vertical beam spread. The spot beam, part number
900XSHIDS boasts 873,000 candle power with 3000 feet of visible range. It has a 6.5 degree
horizontal beam with a 5.5 degree vertical spread.
Two choices of wiring looms are available for installation of the 900XSHID Series lights. There
is a traditional loom, part number WR-1, which requires that the wires be fed through the firewall
or there is a wireless option, part number WF-3, which uses a relay to communicate to a dash
mounted switch via radio waves. Each loom is designed to support two lamps.
Optional accessories such as grill guards, light stays and lock nuts are also available to be
purchased separately.
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